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FREERIDE Seth Morrison - Powder Mag Skier of the Year “Without this boot I couldn’t do what 

I’m doing.”, Zach Crist - X-Games Skier Cross gold medalist - “I’ve been doing this long enough to 
know you can’t let your feet get in the way of a good time.”, Bryce Phillips - Pro 
big mtn skier “I’ve been on them now for two years and won’t go back.”, CR Johnson - X Games medalist and film 

star “After trying these on, I was sold. They were the lightest boots I had ever held in my hand.”, 
Suzanne Graham - World Freeskiing big mtn podiums “I used to think that losing toenails, 
getting bone spurs and shin bang was just a part of skiing. This is the first time in 
my life that I’ve actually loved my ski boots!” 

FREESTYLE Tom Wallisch – Self made most influential park skier. “These boots are 
officially the best boots I’ve ever ridden. No more shin or toe bang!”, Sean Petit - MSP films star “They’re 

super warm, I wasn’t cold all winter, and it was 
cold in Whistler last season.”, Anthony Bornowski Pro film star “I’m 
glad I listened to Seth, these boots are great.”, Mike Hornbeck Level 1 
films star “There are so many tech tricks going down in the park today, you need a responsive 

boot; that is quick, light, and simple. These are them.”, Will Wesson - Powder awards Jib of the year “Easier 

to take on and off than any other boots. Lightest boots I’ve ever had, the 

weight difference is huge.”, Blake Nymen – Nimbus films Innovative 
backcountry freestyle and park skier.

OLYMPIANS Jennifer Heil - 2006 Olympic gold medalist 
moguls & ‘04-07 World Cup champion, Emily Cook - Olympic Aeri-
als team “This summer after switching to Full Tilt, my feet 
have been virtually pain free. I can’t wait to use them at the next 

Olympics in 2010.”, Ryan St. Onge - 2006 Olympic aerials, Jana 

Lindsey - 2006 Olympic Aerials “Full Tilt Boots are the most 
comfortable ski boots I have ever put on.”, Kristi Richards - 

2006 Olympics & ’07 World Mogul champion, Chinese Olympic Aerials Team 

LEGENDS Nelson Carmichael - Olympic Mogul medalist 
& World Cup champion “Having used this boot for more than twenty years, I must say it’s the 

best performing boot I could ever imagine.  I was very fortunate to win National champi-
onships, World Cup titles, and an Olympic medal - all on the same boot.”, Bill 
Johnson - Olympic Downhill Gold medalist “I won the ‘84 Olympics in the downhill, 

three World Cups and two US Nationals, with these 
boots. I recommend this boot to everyone, whether an athlete or recreational skier.” Kristin 
Ulmer -  Warren Miller Films star and pioneer of extreme skiing

THE  BEST SKIERS IN THE WORLD COUNT ON FULL TILT



THE SOLUTION TO COLD UNCOMFORTABLE BOOTS
The same liners that come standard in every one of our boot models can also be 
purchased separately for use on any other brand of boot. We’ve developed this 
one-of-a-kind construction utilizing authentic Intuition® foam that’s body heat 
activated to mold 100% to your feet during normal use, or can be instantly heat 
molded for you by a shop in minutes. The result is a liner that is half the weight 
of standard liners, incredibly warm and responsive with a built-in custom fit, that 
also fits every skier’s budget.

PERFECT FIT Body Heat Activated foam molds 100% to your feet 

 
WARM Seamless foam retains body heat 

LIGHT No heavy plastic or fillers

RESPONSIVE Multi density laminates

      Lower molding temperature foam for a QUICK Body Heat Activated FIT!

PLUSH
The Plush is a high performance liner with 
a women’s anatomical foot, ankle and calf 
shaped last. It features an additional 4mm of 
Open Cell foam to conform quickly & easily to 
your feet while providing extra warmth.

PRO
The Pro is our highest performing liner. It  
features an additional layer of ergonomically 
shaped Powerwrap around the outside, for  
enhance ankle hold down and added  
horsepower to the shell. 

PERFORMER
The Performer is our lightest liner featuring 
4mm of Regular Density EVA foam for even less 
weight and enhanced maneuverability without 
sacrificing comfort & warmth. 
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LINER CONSTRUCTION    

A unique combination of layered materials, thicknesses and densities achieve responsiveness, dampening, 
comfort & warmth far beyond any other liner in existence.

Pro Plush Performer 
yes yes yes  Aegis® Microbe Shield® - keeps your boots from smelling 
4mm 8mm 4mm  Open Cell – Softest material conforms quick and easy to your foot  
2mm 2mm 2mm  Flexalon®  - Softer cross linked EVA for ease of entry  
  7mm  Regular Density - Medium cross linked EVA transfers energy to shell
7mm 7mm   High Density - Firm cross linked EVA transfers the most power to shell  
yes    Powerwrap – Increased power transfer to the shell
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NATURAL FLEX
 
No shin bang! – Free hinging cuff & ribbed tongue flexes naturally
Even pressure – Cables work like shoelaces

ORIGINAL 
3-PIECE DESIGN
Often copied, but never duplicated. 
From its unique look, to it’s one-of-
a-kind flex pattern, this pioneer of 
3-piece boot design is a living legend 
that we have the honor of bringing 
back to life each year in it’s original 
form, as demanded by the best skiers 
in the world.

INFLUENCE 
3-PIECE DESIGN
Influenced by the Original, this NEW 
boot is a wider, more affordable ver-
sion with a style all it’s own. We’ve 
added it to each category enabling 
us and you, to double the number of 
consumer’s our boots will now fit.

EASY ON & OFF

Easy to put on – Tongue opens like convertible 
Easy to take off – In all temperatures

QUICK-FIT™  LINERS

Perfect Fit – Molds 100% to your foot shape 
Warm, light & responsive - Multi density foam laminate construction

LIGHT WEIGHT

3-Piece Design – Minimalistic shell, cuff, tongue & buckle system
Light – Up to 2 lbs / 900g lighter per pair
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ORIGINAL INFLUENCE

Construction        3-Piece 3-Piece

Last Width 99 mm 102 mm

Liner
Quick-Fit™ Body Heat 

Activated
Quick-Fit™ Body Heat 

Activated

Intercahangeable Tongue 7 Ribs - Flex 10, 8, 6, 4 4 ribs -  Flex 6, 4

Top & Middle Strap Cable Cable

Lower Strap Cable Power Transfer Wrap

Buckle System Micro Ratchet Macro Ladder w/Micro Adjust

Forward Cant 2 wedges -  3mm, 7.6mm n/a

Lateral Cant 12 mm 3 mm

 Weight (size 27.5) 1,846 grams 1,891 grams

Rear Cuff Angle 18˚ 18˚

Ramp Angle 14.5 mm 18.5 mm

Heel Height 32 mm 34 mm

Ramp Delta       17.5 mm 15.5 mm
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SETH MORISON 
PRO MODEL
A lot has changed over the past decade 
in skiing. One thing that hasn’t is Seth 
Morrison’s undisputed position as the 
world’s most respected big mountain 
skier, earning him 1st or 2nd place as 
skier of the year in all nine of Powder 
Magazine’s annual Reader Polls. 

 

With a daily routine of taking big risks, 
there is only one risk Seth refuses to 
take . . .  a change in his equipment.  
He’s counted on the same Original 3-Piece 
boot design since his first published photo 
over 15 years ago.  This is the boot Seth rides.

“Without this boot, I couldn’t 
do what I’m doing.” 
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SETH
Seth’s boot features an Active boot board and stiff #10 flex 
tongue for incredible power without sacrificing natural ankle 
flex & shock absorption. The result is unprecedented control 
on some of the gnarliest terrain in the world. The one-of-a-kind 
sublimated graphics are done by his friend Josh Malay (RIP) 
and complimented with fabric, real zippers and buttons that are 
100% Seth.
 
BOOT FEATURES
Original 3-Piece Design 99mm last
Stiff #10 Flex tongue for maximum power with a natural flex
Active Bootboard rubber absorbs shock of Seth’s biggest airs
Aluminum Ratchet Buckles for durable on-the-fly micro adjustment
Cable Cover keeps cables organized in pure Seth style
 
QUICK-FIT™ LINER FEATURES
Pro Liner is our highest performing Body Heat Activated custom liner 
J-Bar creates powerful internal ankle hold down 
Powerwrap increases power transfer to the shell
7mm High Density cross linked EVA foam is firm and responsive

KONFLICT
The Konflict is a high performance freeride boot with the  
power, responsiveness and versatility needed to take you from  
untracked big mountain lines, to the lift lines without losing an 
edge in between. 
 
BOOT FEATURES
Original 3-Piece Design 99mm last
Firm #8 Flex tongue for power and responsiveness with a natural flex
Active Bootboard rubber absorbs high speed vibration & impact
Aluminum Ratchet Buckles for durable on-the-fly micro adjustment
Cable Cover keeps cables organized in back woods style
 
QUICK-FIT™ LINER FEATURES
Pro Liner is our highest performing Body Heat Activated custom liner
J-Bar creates powerful internal ankle hold down
Powerwrap increases power transfer to the shell
7mm High Density cross linked EVA foam is firm and responsive
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TOM WALLISCH
Although Tom Wallisch is arguably today’s 
most influential freestyle skier, unlike 
others before him, he didn’t hone his skills and 
gain his army of loyal newschool followers by 
way of expensive ski academies, big budget  
sponsor advertising, or even winning the X 
Games. He got here by doing what he loves, 
skiing every possible moment and posting his 
own video edits online for the world to see. 
 
He’s gone from Newschoolers.com underground 
local hero, with over half a million views of his 
sponsor me video produced by his ski crew 
4bi9 Media, to winning Level 1 Film’s 2007  
“Super Unkown” contest and instantly became 
their #1 star. Last winter he entered the 
Coast® Body Wash “Make Me Famous” video 
contest, where his followers out voted all other 
action sports athletes, winning Tom $20k and 
a contract as their first sponsored skier. He 
was even featured on MTV2’s program “The 
Alli Show” this year as the Dew Tour athlete 
to beat.
 

Whether it’s his signature afterbang style that 
makes landings look like he never left the 
ground or the number of first-ever tricks he 
creates on a daily basis, the King of Afterbang, 
the Pretzel Man, the self made online video 
ski star counts on Full Tilt performance, fit,  
comfort and style to do what he does, like no 
one else.

“No more toe or shin bang!”
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HOT DOGGER By TOM WALLISCH

Tom spends more time in his ski boots than we spend in our 
shoes, doing more acrobatics on skis than we can do. . . in 
our shoes on a trampoline into a foam pit in our dreams. In  
summary, from competition podiums to award winning video 
segments, the Hot Dogger is his high performance freestyle 
boot of choice, now with a look that’s 100% Tom.
 
BOOT FEATURES
Original 3-Piece Design 99mm last
Medium #6 Flex tongue for shock absorption & nasty nose presses
Active Bootboard rubber absorbs Tom’s afterbang landings
Plastic Ratchet Buckles for light weight on-the-fly adjustment
Cable Cover keeps cables organized in street shoe Tom style
 
QUICK-FIT™ LINER FEATURES
Pro Liner is our highest performing Body Heat Activated custom liner
Wide features thinner foam in heel and toe areas for a roomier fit 
7mm High Density cross linked EVA foam is firm and responsive

BOOTER
The Booter received our NEW Influence 3-Piece Boot Design 
update to increase the number of wide freestyle feet it will 
fit. Still simple and to the point, it’s as light, agile and nimble 
as it gets with a shock absorbing flex and less bulky liner to  
maximize maneuverability. This is the most affordable 3-piece 
freestyle boot with a Body Heat Activated custom liner in the world. 
 
BOOT FEATURES

Influence 3-Piece Design 102mm last
Soft #4 Flex for extra forgiving shock absorption & maneuverability
Active Bootboard rubber absorbs big air landings
          Aluminum Macro Ladder + Micro quick adjustment memory
Cable Keeper minimalist system to keep cables organized 

QUICK-FIT™ LINER FEATURES
Performer Liner is our lightest most forgiving Body Heat Activated liner
          Wide Fit thinner foam in heel and toe areas for a roomier fit 
7mm Regular Density cross linked EVA foam is light & forgiving
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FIRST CHAIR
The First Chair is our answer to those of you still hanging onto 
your shin banging, ankle locking, cold, uncomfortable Overlap 
boots in the name of, “I need a stiff flex!”. Well the First Chair 
has your stiff flex! As well as  the natural ankle motion, warmth 
& comfort you’ve never had.
 
BOOT FEATURES
Original 3-Piece Design 99mm last
Stiff #10 Flex tongue for maximum power with a natural flex
Rigid Bootboard maximizes responsiveness & feel of the snow
Aluminum Ratchet Buckles for durable on-the-fly micro adjustment
Cable Cover keeps cables organized with stealth high speed style

QUICK-FIT™ LINER FEATURES
Pro Liner is our highest performing Body Heat Activated custom liner
Powerwrap increases power transfer to the shell
J-Bar creates powerful internal ankle hold down
7mm High Density cross linked EVA foam is firm and responsive
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CLASSIC
We bring this living legend back to life each year using all of the 
original molds, light weight materials and looks. If you loved the 
original, you’ll love the Classic even more thanks to the addition 
of our Quick-Fit Body Heat Activated liner for a warm, custom 
fit that’s as ahead of it’s time as the Original 3-Piece Design. 
 
BOOT FEATURES
Original 3-Piece Design 99mm last
Medium #6 Flex tongue for the most versatile performance
Rigid Bootboard maximizes responsiveness & feel of snow
Plastic Rachet Buckles for light weight on-the-fly micro adjustment
Cable Keeper minimalist system to keep cables organized 

QUICK-FIT™ LINER FEATURES
             Performer Liner is our lightest most forgiving Body Heat Activated liner
Powerwrap increases ankle hold and power transfer to the shell
7mm Regular Density cross linked EVA foam is light & forgiving

HIGH FIVE
The High Five utilizes our NEW Influence 3-Piece Boot Design 
to empower more high performance all-mountain skiers with the  
natural flex they love, in a width they never had. These skiers 
will be giving you high fives again this year, but this time without 
spending hours modifying their shells.
 
BOOT FEATURES
          Influence 3-Piece Design 102mm last
Medium #6 Flex tongue for the most versatile performance
          Active Bootboard rubber absorbs high speed vibration
          Aluminum Macro Ladder + Micro quick adjustment memory
Cable Keeper minimalist system to keep cables organized 
 
QUICK-FIT™ LINER FEATURES
Pro Liner is our highest performing Body Heat Activated custom liner
          Powerwrap increases power transfer to the shell
          J-Bar creates powerful internal ankle hold down
          Wide Fit thinner foam in heel and toe areas for a roomier fit 
7mm High Density cross linked EVA foam is firm and responsive
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SOUL SISTER 
The high performance Soul Sister features a women’s anatomical 
last and female specific cuff shape. Add in the Pro liner with  
J-Bar, Powerwrap and a responsive #6 flex tongue and you’ve got 
a new combination of power, natural flex, comfort and warmth, 
simply not found on other high performance women’s ski boots. 
 
BOOT FEATURES
Original 3-Piece Design 99mm female anatomical last shape
Medium #6 Flex tongue for the most versatile performance
Women’s Anatomical Cuff matches a female’s calf shape
Active Bootboard rubber absorbs high speed vibration & impact
Plastic Rachet Buckles for light weight on-the-fly micro adjustment
Cable Cover keeps cables organized in high fashion style 

QUICK-FIT™ LINER FEATURES
Pro Liner is our highest performance Body Heat Activated custom liner
           Women’s Anatomical last fits a women’s foot, ankle & calf shape
Powerwrap increases power transfer to the shell
          J-Bar creates powerful internal ankle hold down
          Wide Fit thinner foam in heel and toe areas for a roomier fit 
7mm High Density cross linked EVA foam is firm and responsive

MARY JANE 
The Mary Jane is built using our NEW Influence 3-Piece Boot 
Design, enabling more women than ever before to enjoy Full 
Tilt’s one-of-a-kind natural flex. From the women’s anatomical 
last & calf shape to the extra 4mm of open cell foam that molds 
to your feet keeping them extra warm, you’ll never complain 
about your boots again.
 
BOOT FEATURES
Influence 3-Piece Design 102mm female anatomical last shape
Soft #4 Flex tongue for versatile forgiving performance
Active Bootboard rubber absorbs vibration
Aluminum Macro Ladder + Micro quick adjustment memory
Cable Keeper minimalist system to keep cables organized  

QUICK-FIT™ LINER FEATURES
Plush Liner is an extra thick Body Heat Activated custom liner
Women’s Anatomical last fits a women’s foot, ankle & calf shap
Wide Fit thinner foam in heel and toe areas for a roomier fit 
8mm Open Cell extra thick warm insulation and comfort
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BOOTER JR MARY JANE JR

BOOTER JR
MARY JANE JR
You’ve been asking for them. Yup! These really are built from the Original 
3-piece boot design’s junior molds. Like the adult sizes we tested every  
feature, kept what worked, then added the best liner technology in the 
world to make them perform even better. 

AN INDUSTRY FIRST! 
No other junior boot on the market features our Quick-Fit liners built of  
authentic Intuition® Body Heat Activated foam that molds 100% to their 
feet. Imagine how much more fun your kids will have in super light weight, 
comfortable, warm boots, that have the same natural ankle flex as yours. 
They even share their older brother & sister’s graphics for a look as cool as 
the kids skiing them.

Sizes:  MP 18.5 – 24, US 11 – 7.5, Euro 29 – 40

Walk & Ski mode for the best of both worlds Quick-Fit™ Body Heat Activated Intuition® foam molds 100% to their feet for comfort & warmth 

3-Piece Design free hinging cuff & ribbed tongue provides natural ankle flex & no shin bang! Easy to put on and off with tongue that opens like a convertible 
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To adjust boot size simply remove the 2 allen screws Slide the boot to 3 size positions and re-tighten 

THE GROWTH SPURT GROWS WITH YOUR KID!
The Growth Spurt adjusts easily to 3 different foot sizes, saving the family 
budget by eliminating the need for new boots each year while reducing 
environmental impact. The authentic 3-piece design features a free hing-
ing cuff & ribbed tongue for the same one-of-a-kind natural ankle flex and 
shock absorption as our adult boots. 

AN INDUSTRY FIRST! 
The first junior boot liner made of authentic Intuition® foam that’s Body Heat 
Activated to mold 100% to their feet during use. They’ll be able to stay out 
longer by staying warmer, in more comfort, than any other kids boot in the 
world.

Size Small:  MP 18 - 21.5, US 11 – 2, Euro 29 – 34

Size Large:  MP 22 - 25.5, US 3 – 8, Euro 35 – 40

Quick-Fit™ Body Heat Activated Intuition® foam molds 100% to their feet for comfort & warmth 3-Piece Design free hinging cuff & ribbed tongue provides natural ankle flex and easy to get on & off 

1 2

BOYS GIRLS
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FT Power Strap 

• 40mm Nylon weave
• Includes 2 straps
• Fits 1 pair of boots
• Sizes:  
Small: Boot size 25.5 & smaller (575mm)
Large: Boot size 26 & larger (625mm)

FT Forward Lean Heel Insert

• Increases the forward lean 
• 2 pieces
• Fits 1 pair of boots
• Height: 2mm & 4mm

FT Inside Cant Plate Kit

•Enables 3 different cant angles
• Includes 2 cant cuff disks, 3 pair of cant insert 
options, 2 T-nuts, 2 screws
• Fits 1 pair of boots
• One size fits all

FT Top Aluminum Buckle

• 1 unit = 1/2 pair of boots
• One size fits all

FTi Tongue Flex #6, Flex #4

• Fits 1 pair of boots (2 tongues)
• Sizes:  
 -Boot  Size 23 -29.5
 -Boot Size 25.5-29.5
 -Boot Size 30-31.5

 ORIGINAL PARTS

 INFLUENCE PARTS

FT Top Buckle

• 1 unit = 1/2 pair of boots
• One size fits all

FT Middle Aluminum Buckle

• 1 unit = 1/2 pair of boots
• One size fits all

FTi Power Strap 

• 40mm Nylon weave
• Includes 2 straps
• Fits 1 pair of boots
• Sizes:  
Small: Boot size 25.5 & smaller (575mm)
Large: Boot size 26 & larger (625mm)

FT Top Cable

• 1 Cable = ½ pair of boots
• Sizes:  Boot size 22 - 25.5 (235mm)
Boot size 26 - 31.5 (245mm) XL  (255 mm)

FT Middle Buckle

• 1 unit = 1/2 pair of boots
• One size fits all

FTi Top/Middle Cable

• 1 Cable = ½ pair of boots
• Sizes:  Boot size 23.5-28.0 (180 mm)
 Boot size 28.5-31.5 (190 mm)

FT Middle Cable

• 1 Cable = ½ pair of boots
• Sizes:  Boot size 22 (225mm)
Boot size 23 - 26.5 (235mm)
Boot size 27 - 31.5 (245mm) XL  (255 mm)

FT Lower Aluminum Buckle

• 1 unit = 1/2 pair of boots
• Left & Right specific

FTi Top/Middle Buckle

• 1 unit = 1/2 pair of boots
• One size fits all

FT Lower Cable

• 1 Cable = ½ pair of boots
• Sizes:  Boot size 22 (355mm)
Boot size 23 - 25.5 (330mm)
Boot size 26 - 28.5 (335mm)
Boot size 29 - 29.5 (340mm)
Boot size 30 – 31.5 (355mm) XL  (375mm)

FT Lower Buckle

• 1 unit = 1/2 pair of boots
• Left & Right specific

FTi Lower Buckle

• 1 unit = 1/2 pair of boots
• One size fits all

FT Outside Cuff Mount Assemble

• Fastens cuff to shell (no canting)
• Includes 2 Outside cuff disks, 
2 T-nuts, 2 screws
• Fits 1 pair of boots
• One size fits all

FT Rigid Boot Board 

• Plastic boot board maximizes responsiveness 
& feel of the snow 
• Fits 1 pair of boots
• Same sizes as boot shells (example: 27 – 27.5)

FT Replacement Heels 

• Replaces worn heel pads for cushion and grip
• 2 heel pads + 4screws
• Fits 1 pair of boots
• One size fits all

FT Active Boot Board 

• Rubber foot board for impact & vibration absorption
• Fits 1 pair of boots
• Same sizes as boot shells (example: 27 – 27.5)

FT Upper Cable Insert

• Used to anchor upper cable
• Includes both pieces
• Fits 1 pair of boots

FTi Active Boot Board 

• Rubber foot board for impact & 
vibration absorption
• Fits 1 pair of boots
• Same sizes as boot shells 

FTi Replacement Heels 

• Replaces worn heel pads for 
cushion and grip
• 2 heel pads + 4screws
• Fits 1 pair of boots
• One size fits all

FT Lower Cable Connector Kit 

• 2 Exterior slotted female discs
• 2 Interior male anchor discs
• Fits 1 pair of boots
• One size fits all

FT Aluminum Lower Cable Anchor

• Faster assembly with some extra bling 
• 2 Exterior anchors, 2 T-nuts, 2 screws
• Fits 1 pair of boots
• One size fits all

FT Tongue Flex #10, Flex #8, Flex #6, Flex #4

• Fits 1 pair of boots (2 tongues)
• Sizes:  Boot size 23 - 25.5
 Boot size 26 – 27.5
 Boot size 28 – 29.5
 Boot size 30 – 31.5

Parts Kits

One stop shop for our most popular replacement parts
 
FT Top Cables: 1 – 235mm, 2 – 245
FT Middle Cables: Size 1 – 225mm, 1 - 235, 1 - 245
FT Lower Cables: 3 – 355mm, 2 – 365, 1 -330, 1 - 340
FT 1 Lower Cable Connector Kit
FT 2 Aluminum Lower Cable Anchor Kit
FT 1 Upper Cable Insert
FT 1 Top Buckle Kit
FT 2 Middle Buckle Kit
FT 1 Lower Buckle Right Kit
FT 1 Inside Cant Plate Kit
FT 1 Outside Cuff Mount Assembly
FT 1 2mm Forward Lean Heel Inserts
FT 1 4mm Forward Lean Heel Inserts
FT 1 Replacement Heels w/Screws
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Printed on FSC certified 50% recycled (30% post-consumer waste) paper.  
All inks used contain a percentage of soy base.  
Our printer meets or exceeds all federal Resource Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA) Standards.
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